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EXCERPT
Camden Grayson drove up to
her childhood home, turned off the
engine, took in a deep breath, and
held it. Three years later and she
still couldn’t look across the street.
Being here still stung. Her cell phone
chirped a text and she glanced at it.
WHERE ARE YOU? It was from her
little sister. Blaine always texted in
full caps, an acceptable version of
shouting, she said.
Cam finally released her breath as
she crossed the driveway and stepped
onto the grassy lawn. The front door
was unlocked, so she burst in and
stopped abruptly when she saw her
dad and sisters in the living room,
waiting. “Sorry! I know I’m late and I
can’t stay long. I need to leave soon to
pick up Cooper.”
Dad gave a friendly wave. “Come
on in,” he said in his scratchy voice. “I
haven’t gotten started yet.”
Cam exchanged a puzzled look with
Maddie, then she looked to Blaine and
rolled her eyes. Blaine’s chin was tucked
to her chest as she texted rapidly on
her phone with both thumbs. A week
ago, their dad had emailed all three
girls to come to the house this Sunday
afternoon. He gave no reason, even
when asked. He just said he’d explain
everything on Sunday.
“Girls, I have an announcement.”
Cam sat on the edge of the sofa
and leaned forward, bracing herself for
serious news. She knew her dad had seen
one specialist after the other, trying to get
his voice back. Six months ago, he’d had
a severe case of laryngitis and his vocal
chords had never recovered. His normal
speaking voice wasn’t much more than a
rasp. Maddie had already given them a
long list of dreaded possibilities: nodules,
tumors, cancer.
“Blaine, put away your phone. On silent,
please.” As soon as she finished her text,
sent it and put her phone in her purse, he
inhaled a deep breath, eyebrows lifted, and
let it out. “I sold this house.”
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More Than 1 Million Copies of
Suzanne Woods Fisher Books Sold
yy Fisher’s books appear consistently on CBA and ECPA
bestseller lists
yy Will appeal to readers of Irene
Hannon’s Hope Harbor series
yy A charming Maine island and a
family in need of change offer
a delicious summer romance

S

ometimes love hurts—and sometimes it can heal in the most unexpected way.
Camden Grayson loves her challenging career, but the rest of her life could use some
improvement. “Moving on” is Cam’s mantra. But there’s a difference, her two sisters insist,
between one who moves on . . . and one who keeps moving.
Cam’s full-throttle life skids to a stop when her father buys a remote island off the coast
of Maine. Paul Grayson has a dream to breathe new life into the island—a dream that
includes reuniting his estranged daughters. Certain Dad has lost his mind, the three sisters
rush to the island. To Cam’s surprise, the slow pace of island life appeals to her, along with
the locals—and one in particular. Sam Walker, the scruffy island schoolteacher harbors
more than a few surprises.
With On a Summer Tide, bestselling author Suzanne Woods Fisher begins a brand-new
contemporary romance series that is sure to delight her fans and draw new ones.

On
a Summer
Tide
T
S
I
#1
hree

isters sland

Suzanne Woods Fisher

9 780800 734985

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: April 30
$14.99
978-0-8007-3498-5
trade paper
5½ x 8½
320 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Contemporary
Rights: Worldwide

MERCHANDISING
shelf talker
978-0-8007-7474-5

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Suzanne Woods Fisher is an
award-winning, bestselling author of more than thirty books,
including Mending Fences, as
well as the Nantucket Legacy,
Amish Beginnings, The Bishop’s
Family, and The Inn at Eagle Hill
series, among other novels. She
is also the author of several
© Dan Davis Photography
nonfiction books about the
Amish, including Amish Peace and The Heart
of the Amish. She lives in California. Learn more at
www.suzannewoodsfisher.com and follow Suzanne
on Facebook @SuzanneWoodsFisherAuthor and
Twitter @suzannewfisher.
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The Deacon’s Family
1 Mending Fences
978-0-8007-2751-2
Nantucket Legacy
1 Phoebe’s Light
978-0-8007-2162-6
2 Minding the Light
978-0-8007-2163-3
3 The Light Before Day
978-0-8007-2164-0
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“A welcome return to the world of the Circle
and a fine novel in its own right.”—Booklist
yy This book is a USA Today, CBA, and Publishers Weekly
bestseller

NOW IN
PAPER

yy “Dekker’s many fans will be lining up for this profound
and multilayered allegorical tale.”—Library Journal
yy “Enthralling.”—Publishers Weekly

S

ome say the great mystery of how one can live in two worlds at
once died with Thomas Hunter many years ago. Still others that the
gateway to that greater reality was and is only the stuff of dreams. They
are wrong. In the small town of Eden, Utah, a blind girl named Rachelle
Matthews is about to find out just how wrong.
When a procedure meant to restore Rachelle’s sight goes awry, she
begins to dream of another world so real that she wonders if Earth might
only be a dream experienced when she falls asleep in that reality. She is
the prophesied one who must find and recover five ancient seals—in both
worlds—before powerful enemies destroy her. If Rachelle succeeds in her
quest, peace will reign. If she fails, both worlds will forever be locked in
darkness.
So begins a two-volume saga of high stakes and a mind-bending quest
to find an ancient path that will save humanity. The clock is ticking; the end
rushes forward.
Ready? Set? Dream.

The 49th Mystic
Beyond the Circle #1

Ted Dekker

9 780800 735982

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: April 30
$17.99
978-0-8007-3598-2
trade paper
6x9
432 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Thrillers / Supernatural
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ted Dekker is the awardwinning and New York Times
bestselling author of more than
forty novels, with over ten million copies sold worldwide. He
was born in the jungles of Indonesia to missionary parents,
and his upbringing as a stranger
in a fascinating and sometimes
frightening culture fueled his
imagination. Dekker’s passion is simple—to explore
truth through mind-bending stories that invite readers
to see the world through a different lens. His fiction
has been honored with numerous awards, and NPR
readers nationwide put him in the Top 50 Thriller
Authors of All Time. Dekker lives in Nashville, Tennessee, with his wife, Lee Ann, and has four grown
children—Rachelle, J.T., Kara, and Chelise.
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New York Times and International Bestselling Author
Ted Dekker Has Sold More Than 10 Million Books
yy An epic conclusion to the Beyond the Circle series
yy Dekker’s large following of very engaged fans creates a
powerhouse street team for every release

NOW IN
PAPER

yy “Rife with intriguing speculation, Ted Dekker’s The 49th
Mystic pushes against the boxes that encompass much
of modern Christianity.”—Foreword Reviews

S

ome say the great mystery of how one can live in two worlds at
once died with Thomas Hunter many years ago. Still others that the
gateway to that greater reality was and is only the stuff of dreams. They
are all wrong.
Rachelle Matthews, who grew up in the small town of Eden, Utah,
discovered just how wrong when she dreamed and awoke in another
world. There she learned that she is the 49th Mystic, the prophesied one,
tasked with finding five ancient seals before powerful enemies destroy her.
If Rachelle succeeds in her quest, peace will reign. If she fails, the world
will forever be locked in darkness.
In The 49th Mystic, Rachelle found the first three of those five seals
through great peril and mind-altering adventure. But two seals remain
hidden, and the fate of both worlds hangs in the balance. As Rachelle sits
deep in a dungeon, Vlad Smith is just getting started. Thomas Hunter’s
world is about to be turned inside out.
So begins the final volume of high stakes in one girl’s quest to find an
ancient path that will save humanity. The clock is ticking; the end rushes
forward. Ready? Set? Dream.

Rise of the Mystics
Beyond the Circle #2

Ted Dekker
9 780800 735999

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: April 30
$17.99
978-0-8007-3599-9
trade paper
6x9
416 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Thrillers / Supernatural
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ted Dekker is the awardwinning and New York Times
bestselling author of more than
forty novels, with over ten million copies sold worldwide. He
was born in the jungles of Indonesia to missionary parents,
and his upbringing as a stranger
in a fascinating and sometimes
frightening culture fueled his
imagination. Dekker’s passion is simple—to explore
truth through mind-bending stories that invite readers
to see the world through a different lens. His fiction
has been honored with numerous awards, and NPR
readers nationwide put him in the Top 50 Thriller
Authors of All Time. Dekker lives in Nashville, Tennessee, with his wife, Lee Ann, and has four grown
children—Rachelle, J.T., Kara, and Chelise.
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What Will It Cost Lane to
Keep Her Darkest Secret?
yy Debut novelist offers heart-pounding romantic suspense with plenty of emotional depth
yy Will appeal to fans of Lisa Harris and Lynette Eason
yy With a military and law enforcement background, Walters offers readers a fully formed, emotionally rich look
at the cost of service and secrets

I

n the little town of Walton, Georgia, everybody knows your name—but
no one knows your secret. At least that’s what Lane Kent is counting on
when she returns to her hometown with her five-year-old son. Dangerously
depressed after the death of her husband, Lane is looking for hope. What
she finds instead is a dead body.
Lane must work with Walton’s newest deputy, Charlie Lynch, to uncover
the truth behind the murder. But when that truth hits too close to home,
she’ll have to decide if saving the life of another is worth the cost of
revealing her darkest secret.
Debut novelist Natalie Walters pulls you to the edge of your seat on the
first page and keeps you there until the last in this riveting story that will
have you believing no one is defined by their past.

Living Lies
Harbored Secrets #1

Natalie Walters

9 780800 735326

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: May 21
$14.99
978-0-8007-3532-6
trade paper
5½ x 8½
336 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Suspense
Rights: Worldwide

MERCHANDISING
shelf talker
978-0-8007-7472-1

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Natalie Walters is a military
wife of 22 years and currently
resides in Hawaii with her
soldier husband and their three
kids. She writes full-time and
has been published in Proverbs
31 magazine and has blogged
for Guideposts online. In
addition to balancing life as a
© Emilie Hendryx
military spouse, mom, and writer,
she loves connecting on social media, sharing her
love of books, cooking, and traveling. Natalie comes
from a long line of military and law enforcement
veterans and is passionate about supporting them
through volunteer work, races, and writing stories
that affirm no one is defined by their past.
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“Readers will be clamoring for more.”
—Publishers Weekly, starred review on The Secret Life of Sarah Hollenbeck
yy “The romance is both scorching-hot and completely appropriate, which is a difficult task to pull off, yet Turner
does so amazingly.”—RT Book Reviews, 4.5 star Top Pick
on The Secret Life of Sarah Hollenbeck
yy Will appeal to readers of Becky Wade and Katherine Reay
yy When hopeless romantic Cadie ends a stale long-term
relationship, her ex-boyfriend pulls out all the romantic
stops to win her back

A

fter four years with her boyfriend, Cadie McCaffrey is thinking of
ending things. Convinced Will doesn’t love her in the “forever” way
she loves him, Cadie believes it’s time for her to let him go before life
passes her by. When a misunderstanding leads to a mistake, leaving her
hurt, disappointed, and full of regret, she finally sends him packing.
But for Will, the end of their relationship is only the beginning of his
quest to figure out how to be the man Cadie wanted him to be. With the
dubious guidance of his former pro-athlete work friends and tactics drawn
from Cadie’s favorite romantic comedies, Will attempts to win her back. It’s
a foolproof plan. What could possibly go wrong?
Bethany Turner is back with more of the heart and humor readers love.
Anyone who enjoys a good romance or binges romantic comedies on
Netflix will devour this delightful story.

Wooing Cadie McCaffrey
Bethany Turner

9 780800 735227

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: May 21
$14.99
978-0-8007-3522-7
trade paper
5½ x 8½
336 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Contemporary
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Bethany Turner is the author
of The Secret Life of Sarah
Hollenbeck and the director of
administration for Rock Springs
Church in Southwest Colorado.
A former bank executive and a
three-time cancer survivor (all
before she turned 35), Bethany
knows that when God has plans
for your life, it doesn’t matter
what anyone else has to say. Because of that, she’s
chosen to follow his call to write. She lives with her
husband and their two sons in Colorado, where she
writes for a new generation of readers who crave
fiction that tackles the thorny issues of life with
humor and insight.
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The Secret Life of Sarah
Hollenbeck
978-0-8007-2766-6
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Gabhart Has Sold More
Than 400,000 Books
yy Author is a winner of the Selah Historical Romance and
Selah Book of the Year, as well as RWA’s Faith, Hope, and
Love Reader’s Choice Award
yy “The tenacity and stalwart bravery that Gabhart so
skillfully instills in her female lead in this rugged, heartwarming read are to be admired.”—Booklist on These
Healing Hills
yy Can love live again for this widow in a community that
doesn’t believe in marriage?

W

hen Darcie and Walter Goodwin hear of a new cholera epidemic
sweeping the area, they join the Shakers whose villages seem
immune to the disease. It’s meant to be a temporary stay, but Walter is
killed in a riverboat accident. With no family and no money, Darcie has
little choice but to stay with the Shakers. To complicate matters, she
is expecting a baby conceived before she and her husband came to the
Shaker village. Marital relationships are considered sinful in this celibate
community, putting Darcie in a unique—and lonely—position. Can the
arrival of widower Flynn Keller and his headstrong daughter offer Darcie
the hope of happiness . . . and family?
Ann H. Gabhart returns to the enigmatic world of the Shakers in this
emotional exploration of the power of love and the bond of family.

The Refuge
Ann H. Gabhart

9 780800 729271

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: April 30
$15.99
978-0-8007-2927-1
trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

MERCHANDISING
shelf talker
978-0-8007-7475-2

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ann H. Gabhart is the bestselling and award-winning author of several Shaker novels—
The Outsider, The Believer,
The Seeker, The Blessed, The
Gifted, and The Innocent—as
well as historical novels—River
to Redemption, These Healing
Hills, Angel Sister, Love Comes
Everlasting Moments
Home, and more. Writing as A. H.
Photography by Juanita Jones
Gabhart, she is also the author
of the popular Hidden Springs Mysteries series. She
has been a finalist for the ECPA Book of the Year and
the Carol Awards, has won two Selah Awards for Love
Comes Home, and won RWA’s Faith, Hope, and Love
Award for These Healing Hills. Ann and her husband enjoy
country life on a farm a mile from where she was born in
rural Kentucky. Learn more at www.annhgabhart.com.
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River to Redemption
978-0-8007-2364-4
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978-0-8007-2363-7
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A Sweeping Tale of King Solomon
and the Women He Loved
yy Smith’s total sales exceed 350,000 copies
yy Author’s awards include Booklist’s Top 10 Inspirational
Fiction and Christian Retailing’s Best Awards finalist for
Biblical Fiction
yy “Smith reimagines the biblical story . . . with expert
attention to historical and cultural detail.”—Publishers
Weekly on A Passionate Hope

K

ing Solomon was wealthy and wise beyond measure. He could—and
did—have anything he wanted, including many women from many
lands. But for all his wisdom, did he or the women in his life ever find what
they searched for all of their lives?
In this engrossing novel, you’ll find yourself whisked away to ancient
Israel, where you’ll meet Solomon and four of the women he loved:
Naamah the desert princess, Abishag the shepherdess, Siti the daughter of
a pharaoh, and Nicaula the queen of Sheba. As you experience the world
of Solomon through his eyes and the eyes of these women, you’ll ask
yourself the ultimate question: Did Solomon’s wisdom ultimately benefit
him and those he loved . . . or did it betray them?

The Heart of a King
Jill Eileen Smith

9 780800 722401

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: April 30
$15.99
978-0-8007-2240-1
trade paper
5½ x 8½
432 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jill Eileen Smith is the bestselling and award-winning author of the biblical fiction series
The Wives of King David, Wives
of the Patriarchs, and Daughters
of the Promised Land, as well as
the nonfiction book When Life
Doesn’t Match Your Dreams.
Her research into the lives of
© J. Lynn Perry Photography
biblical women has taken her
from the Bible to Israel, and she particularly enjoys
learning how women lived in Old Testament times.
Jill lives with her family in southeast Michigan. Learn
more at www.jilleileensmith.com.
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Daughters of the Promised Land
1 The Crimson Cord
978-0-8007-2034-6
2 The Prophetess
978-0-8007-2035-3
3 Redeeming Grace
978-0-8007-2036-0
4 A Passionate Hope
978-0-8007-2037-7
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“Susie Finkbeiner never fails
to transport her readers.”
—Julie Cantrell, New York Times bestselling author
yy Will appeal to readers of Julie Cantrell and Valerie Fraser
Luesse
yy CBA bestselling writer whose stories will tug at the
heart of every reader
yy In the face of tragedy during the Vietnam War, how can
Annie Jacobson’s family hold hope and sorrow in the
same hand?

W

hen Annie Jacobson’s brother Mike enlists as a medic in the Army
in 1967, he hands her a piece of paper with the address of their
long-estranged father. If anything should happen to him in Vietnam, Mike
says, Annie must let their father know.
In Mike’s absence, their father returns to face tragedy at home, adding
an extra measure of complication to an already tense time. As they work
toward healing and pray fervently for Mike’s safety overseas, letter by letter the Jacobsons must find a way to pull together as a family, regardless
of past hurts. In the tumult of this time, Annie and her family grapple with
the tension of holding both hope and grief in the same hand, even as they
learn to turn to the One who binds the wounds of the brokenhearted.
Author Susie Finkbeiner invites you into the Jacobson family’s home and
hearts during a time in which the chaos of the outside world touched their
small community in ways they never imagined.

All Manner of Things
Susie Finkbeiner

9 780800 735692

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: June 4
$14.99
978-0-8007-3569-2
trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / General
FICTION / Small Town & Rural
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Susie Finkbeiner is the CBA
bestselling author of A Cup of
Dust, A Trail of Crumbs, and
A Song of Home. She serves
on the Breathe Christian
Writers Conference planning
committee, volunteers her time
at Ada Bible Church in Grand
Rapids, Michigan, and speaks
© Bree Rose Photos
at retreats and women’s events
across the state. Susie and her husband have three
children and live in West Michigan.
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Will a Southern Belle Reveal Her Deepest
Secret to Change Her World—and Her Heart?
yy “White weaves together romance, mystery, and a large
amount of reconstruction-era detail in this valuable tale
of love and forgiveness.”—Publishers Weekly on A Rebel
Heart
yy A love triangle set against the turbulence, dangers, and
intrigues of America’s post–Civil War Reconstruction in
lush Mississippi
yy Will appeal to readers of Tamera Alexander and Lauraine
Snelling

I

mpoverished Southern belle Joelle Daughtry has a secret. By day she
has been helping her sisters in their quest to turn the run-down family
plantation into a resort hotel after the close of the Civil War. But by night
and under a male pseudonym, she has been penning articles for the local
paper in support of the construction of a Negro school. With the Mississippi
arm of the Ku Klux Klan gaining power and prestige, Joelle knows she is
playing a dangerous game.
When childhood enemy and current investor in the Daughtry house
renovation Schuyler Beaumont takes over his assassinated father’s candidacy for state office, Joelle finds that in order to protect her family and her
home, she and Schuyler will have to put aside their longstanding personal
conflict and develop a united public front. The trouble is, what do you
do when animosity becomes respect—and even love—if you’re already
engaged to someone else?

A Reluctant Belle
Daughtry House #2

Beth White

9 780800 726904

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: June 4
$15.99
978-0-8007-2690-4
trade paper
5½ x 8½
368 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Beth White’s day job is
teaching music at an inner-city
high school in historic Mobile,
Alabama. A native Mississippian, she writes historical
romance with a Southern drawl
and is the author of The Pelican
Bride, The Creole Princess, The
Magnolia Duchess, and A Rebel
© Wendy Wilson Photography
Heart. Her novels have won
the American Christian Fiction Writers Carol Award,
the RT Book Club Reviewers’ Choice Award, and the
Inspirational Reader’s Choice Award. Learn more at
www.bethwhite.net.
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Daughtry House
1 A Rebel Heart
978-0-8007-2689-8
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Smucker’s Debut Novel Won a 2018
Christianity Today Book of the Year Award
yy “Shawn Smucker enchants with a deftly woven tale of
mystery and magic that will leave you not only spellbound but wanting more.”—Billy Coffey, author of
There Will Be Stars
yy Cohen Marah must confront his traumatic past, a violent present, and the most frightening question of all:
Did he kill his father?
yy Will appeal to readers of James L. Rubart
and Neil Gaiman

W

hen Cohen Marah steps over his father’s body in the basement
embalming room of the family’s funeral home, he has no idea that
he is stepping into a labyrinth of memory. As the last one to see his father,
Cohen is the primary suspect.
Over the next week, Cohen’s childhood memories come back in living
color. The dramatic events that led to his father being asked to leave his
pastoral position. The game of baseball that somehow kept them together.
And the two children in the forest who became his friends—and enlisted
him in a dark and dangerous undertaking. As the lines blur between what
was real and what was imaginary, Cohen is faced with the question he’s
been avoiding: Did he kill his father?
In Light from Distant Stars, master story weaver Shawn Smucker relays
a tale both eerie and enchanting, one that will have you questioning reality
and reaching out for what is true, good, and genuine.

Light from
Distant Stars
Shawn Smucker
9 780800 728519

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: July 16
$14.99
978-0-8007-2851-9
trade paper
5½ x 8½
320 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / General
FICTION / Small Town & Rural
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Shawn Smucker is the author
of the young adult novels
The Day the Angels Fell and
The Edge of Over There, as
well as the memoir Once We
Were Strangers. He lives with
his wife and six children in
Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
You can find him online at
www.shawnsmucker.com.
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The Day the Angels Fell
978-0-8007-2910-3
The Edge of Over There
978-0-8007-3541-8
Once We Were Strangers
978-0-8007-3476-3
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A Fascinating Story with Tender
Romance and Memorable Characters
yy “In her promising first novel, Fordham assembles an en-

dearing cast of characters in the rugged Midwest plains
for a tale about surviving and thriving.”—Booklist online
on The Hope of Azure Springs

yy A young woman finds love and belonging when a letter
bound for someone else finds its way into her hands
yy This well-crafted prairie romance will appeal to readers
of Janette Oke and Lauraine Snelling

F

or three years, Penny Ercanbeck has been opening other people’s mail.
Dead ends are a reality for clerks at the Dead Letter Office. Still she
dreams of something more—a bit of intrigue, a taste of romance, or at
least a touch less loneliness. When a letter from a brokenhearted man
to his one true love falls into her hands, Penny seizes this chance to do
something heroic. It becomes her mission to place this lost letter into the
hands of its intended recipient.
Thomas left his former life with no intention of ending up in Azure
Springs, Iowa. He certainly didn’t expect a happy ending after what he had
done. All he wanted to do was run and never look back. In a moment of
desperation, he began to write, never really expecting a reply.
When Penny’s undertaking leads her to the intriguing man who touched
her soul with his words, everything grows more complicated. She wants to
find the rightful owner of the letter and yet she finds herself caring—
perhaps too much—for the one who wrote it.

Yours Truly, Thomas
Rachel Fordham

9 780800 735388

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: July 2
$15.99
978-0-8007-3538-8
trade paper
5½ x 8½
320 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Rachel Fordham is the author
of The Hope of Azure Springs.
She started writing when her
children began begging her for
stories at night. She’d pull a
book from the shelf, but they’d
insist she make one up. Finally,
she paired her love of good
stories with her love of writing
Kylee Ann Maughan
and hasn’t stopped since. She
lives with her husband and children on an island in
the state of Washington.

ALSO AVAILABLE
The Hope of Azure Springs
978-0-8007-3473-2

MERCHANDISING
shelf talker
978-0-8007-7478-3
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EXCERPT
The tablet came to life again.
A blurred object came into view,
and a man sat down in front of the
camera.
White makeup caked his skin so
thickly that not one inch of his flesh
was visible. His eyes were deeply set
under a large, dark hood.
“Your girls are lovely; they really
are. But you know that.”
I shut myself inside the 4Runner
and furrowed my eyebrows.
“I’m going to make this short,
because editing these videos can be
a real shard of glass to the eyeballs.
You are now a member of the string,
Markus.” Unnerving anticipation filled
the man’s eyes. “What is the string,
you wonder? Think of the string as one
long sheet of music, with notes of all
shapes and sizes, tones and pitches.
You’re a note. And, judging from
what I see—shaved head, muscular,
someone who pushes tractor tires just
for exercise—I’d say you’re of the bass
variety.”
I grabbed my cell. Wasn’t going to
put up with this any longer.
“Now before you do something stupid
like call the chief or your girl Steph,
you should know that doing so will hurt
someone very close to you. Yes, very
close.” He laughed.
I put my phone down. Was this guy
serious?
“See, isn’t it spectacular? I lift my
baton and the string goes up. I dip it, the
string goes low.” He proceeded to tell me
the rules of his “string.”
“Now, finally, your duty. It’s my favorite
part. Care to guess why? It’s that moment
your will, which has been your protector,
friend, and warrior for your whole life,
finally drops its guard then waves mine
through. You’re going to—”
I clicked the tablet’s power button.
Called Stephanie.
It rang three times, and someone picked
up.“Big mistake,” the conductor answered.
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Breaking the “String” in a Sociopath’s Deadly Game Entangles a
University Cop in a Web of Chaos
yy Author is an ACFW Genesis
winner and an ECPA Christian
Book Award finalist
yy Award-winning journalist with
a social media platform of over
200,000 fans
yy Will appeal to readers of
Steven James and Ted Dekker

W

elcome to the string, a game of impossible decisions and deadly consequences. Let’s
go over the ground rules.
Rule #1: Participation is mandatory.
Rule #2: If anyone refuses to play, all threats will come to pass.
Game on.
Get ready for a deadly social experiment as a sociopath known as The Conductor delivers
disturbing threats and twisted moral dilemmas to unsuspecting students and staff.
As a powerful instinct for self-preservation sweeps through the campus, one man has a
grave decision to make. Will university cop Markus Haas play the game to protect those he
loves? Or will he break the string and incite massive chaos—and even death?
In the great suspense tradition of Ted Dekker and Steven James, Caleb Breakey’s explosive debut novel will have you turning pages into the night.
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EXCERPT
Anne wasn’t exactly looking for a
treasure. But she wasn’t not looking
for one either. She was looking
for anything that might give her
business another chance. Anything
that would make the struggle a little
easier. Anything that could remove
the stains of her past.
And since the last was impossible,
one of the others would have to do.
Silence hung between her and
Carter for a long moment before she
finally sighed. Sliding her fingers beneath her thighs, she fought for a calm
grin. “I’m just looking for the truth.”
Apparently that was the right thing
to say, because a deep grin split Carter’s face, displaying two deep dimples
and a perfect row of white teeth.
She licked hers out of habit.
Four caps. Her parents had paid for
them—a welcome-home gift. Maybe
so they didn’t have to be reminded
every time they looked at her that she
hadn’t received a slap on the wrist. The
punishment had fit her crime. But she
hadn’t fit in there.
“Here’s the thing. I know this
story about a shipwreck off the coast
of Tybee, but it’s never been confirmed.
I’ve been looking for evidence of it my
whole life. This”—he held up the gold
handle—“is the first piece of it I’ve ever
seen.”
“You think there’s, what, a whole ship
down there?”
He nodded. “I think there’s a whole lot
of somethings just waiting for us to find
them.”
She steeled herself against the hope
that bubbled deep inside her. There was
nothing to be gained from hope. Not yet,
anyway. She’d learned the risk of letting
herself dream. It just made the disappointment all the more acute.
Before she could fully put her hope in its
place, his flew out like a torpedo. “This will
change everything.”
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Treasure, Faith, and Love Collide
in a New Sweet Romance
from a Bestselling Author
yy Partners in a treasure hunt
must trust each other—and
themselves—to find the
fortune they both desperately
need
yy Liz Johnson’s books have
sold almost 550,000 copies
yy From the popular author of
nearly a dozen novels, including the bestselling Christy
Award finalist The Red Door Inn
yy “A deeper romance read
set in a very real world.”
—Foreword Reviews on
On Love’s Gentle Shore

A

nne Norris moved to Savannah, Georgia, for a fresh start. Now her pirate-tour business
is flagging, and paying the rent requires more than wishful thinking. When she discovers evidence of a shipwreck off the coast of Tybee Island, she knows it could be just the
boon she needs to stay afloat. She takes her findings to local museum director Carter Hale
for confirmation, but she runs after a disastrous first meeting.
Carter has been searching for the location of the wreck detailed in the worn pages of
an 18th-century diary, the discovery of which could open the door to his dream job at a
prestigious museum. But convincing Anne to help him fill in the missing pieces of the puzzle
is no easy task. And working with Carter means that Anne will have to do the one thing she
swore she’d never do again: trust a man.
Finding a monetary backer and sticking with a search that’s turning up nothing will take
all their dedication—and every secret they’ve tried to hide. If they can find the lost ship,
they may discover a treasure worth more than all the pirate gold in the world—love.
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EXCERPT
FBI Special Agent Allison Radcliffe fingered the key in her apron
pocket and debated about whether
or not she could break into Vladislav
Nevsky’s office without getting
caught. “Are you there?” she asked,
her voice low so only the person on
the other end of the COMMS could
hear it.
“Always.”
Linc St. John, her partner—and
the man she was falling in love with
against her better judgment—
answered immediately. She smiled,
secure in the knowledge that he had
her back. Just like she’d have his
should their roles be flipped.
Focus. She walked past the office
and into the kitchen. Follow the
routine.
“I think this is my chance,” she said.
“You’re sure?”
“Somewhat.”
“That’s not good enough. We’ve
waited this long, we can wait a little
longer.”
“I don’t think so. He was livid when
his keys went missing then mysteriously
turned up under his favorite recliner
in the den. Even though I was subtle
about it and made sure I was careful,
I still think he knows it was me and is
just trying to figure out what to do about
it.” She rubbed her palms together. “My
Spidey senses are tingling and telling me
time is running out.”
Unfortunately, she still hadn’t located
the person she’d hoped most to find
and her main reason for pushing for the
undercover assignment.
“Then forget it and get out.”
“No way. My whole life has been
leading up to this. I’m not leaving without
getting in that office. Soon.”
“Your whole life?”
She bit her lip. “In a manner of speaking.”
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Lynette Eason’s Revell
Titles Have Sold More Than
Half a Million Copies
yy “This heart-racing, fast-action
romantic suspense has it all.
. . . Lynette Eason knows how
to entice her fans and keeps
them interested throughout
the book.”—RT Book Reviews
yy Two agents play a deadly
game of cat and mouse with
organized crime in this race
against time
yy Eason’s books consistently
appear on CBA bestseller lists

F

BI Special Agent Lincoln St. John is living his own personal nightmare. When the woman
he loves, Allison Radcliffe, is killed, he devotes his life to tracking down the killers and
making them pay for their crimes. He expected it to be a challenge. What he never expected
was to find Allison very much alive shortly after her “murder.” As his anger and hurt mix
with relief, Linc isn’t sure how he’s supposed to feel. One thing he does know for sure: he
and Allison will have to work together to stop a killer before she dies a second time—this
time for good.
Bestselling and award-winning author Lynette Eason closes out her Blue Justice series
with a story that will have you tearing through the pages to get to the stunning conclusion.
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Historical Romance Sweeps Readers
Away to Victorian England
yy Author was finalist for the ACFW Carol Award and
INSPY Award winner for Lady Jayne Disappears
yy “Witty, heartfelt, and elegantly penned, the story captivates readers from the first page to the last.”—RT Book
Reviews on Lady Jayne Disappears
yy A poor rag collector agrees to accept a new identity—
but what has she gotten herself into?

R

aina Bretton is a rag woman in London’s east end when a handsome
stranger appears in a dank alley and offers her a glittering smile and a
chance for adventure. Rothburne Abbey has a unique position for her, one
that will take her away from her hardscrabble life and give her a chance to
be a lady. Things she could only dream of might be coming true. But some
dreams turn out to be nightmares.
Though Raina has traded squalor for silk and satin, something about
the abbey is deeply unsettling. As she wrestles with her true identity, the
ruin, decay, and secrets she finds at the heart of the old mansion tear at
her confidence and threaten to reveal her for who she really is. Only one
man stands between her and the danger that lurks within—and only if he
decides to keep her biggest secret hidden.
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More Than 500,000 Copies Sold of Harris’s
Award-Winning, Bestselling Suspense
yy “Satisfying any reader looking for a twisty romantic
suspense novel.”—RT Book Reviews on Vanishing Point
yy Author consistently hits CBA bestseller lists
yy A research scientist on the run for her life persuades Detective Josh Solomon to look again at his most personal
case—his wife’s death

R

esearch scientist Caitlyn Lindsey is convinced that someone is taking
out her team one by one. First, a friend and research partner was killed
in a home invasion. Three months ago, her boss died in a suspicious car accident. Four days ago, another partner supposedly committed suicide. And
now Caitlyn herself has miraculously survived a hit-and-run. Afraid for her
life with nowhere to turn, she reaches out to one of the victim’s husbands,
Detective Josh Solomon.
Though initially skeptical about Caitlyn’s theory, Josh soon realizes that
the attack that took his wife’s life was anything but random. Now the two
of them must discover the truth about who is after Caitlyn’s team—and
what their end game is—before it’s too late.
In this nail-biting thriller, award-winning author Lisa Harris will have you
believing that there’s no such thing as random.
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